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INTRODUCTION 

It is the purpose of this publication to sumniarize the recent knowl
edge regarding_ the formation and significance of the great soil 
¥I"oups of the United States for the general reader. The treatment 
lS in no sense complete or exhaustive. .Attention is directed toward 
a discussion of those princiJ>les of broad implication. Should the 
reader require more specificity, the detailed reports of surveys and 
researches must be consulted. 

The nature of soils and the environmental factors responsible for 
their genesis are briefly discussed. Illustrations are included of each 
of the great groups of soils, and their particular evolution is ex
plained. The practical implications of a knowledge of the great soil 
regions and their relationship to the biological com_pll:x, and conse
quently to human institutions, are pointed out. W 1thm t!>~e large 
soil groups developed in association with their c~aractenstiC vege
tation and 'under the dominating influence of climate and vegeta
tion, are important variations in soils due to the infiuence of local 

- .... - ........ - _1 • 1. 
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factors~-Ex •. p1e6 of such local va~iations are shown and ~heir 
relati(lnt_h~ e general group d1scussed a.s to the genes1S of 
the. so" he local adaptation of agriculture within the general 
reg10n. . 

Although soil science, as a ~ell-defined branch of knov;:l~ge,_ 1S 

of comparatively recent inception, the development of a distmctlve 
nomenclature and line of interest ha.s been rapid. Any summary 
statement of a rapidly developing body of knowledge is destined. to 
he somewhat immature and soon out of date. Yet, even at the rlBk 
of subsequent corrections, it seems advisable to summarize the gen
eral bases of the modern concept of soils, together with those basic 
facts regarding soil genesis, wbich are well established and upon 
which there is some general agreement. 

Before about 1870, in Russia, and up to a later date in western 
Europe and North America1 st11dies of soils were more or less inci
dental in several fields of sCience, including geology, chemistry, and 
botany. Students of _plant nutrition and agronomy were forced to 
make certain assumptwns regarding soil, but these studies were not 
conducted in such a way as to give any basic knowledge regarding 
the fundamental nature of soil and its development. Geology early 
became an established discipline with distinctive field methods for 
the study of rock formations, including those on the surface of the 
earth. Inasmuch as soils occurred on the surface of the earth and 
were developed, in part, from the products of weathering geological 
formations, it is not surprising that geologists took some interest in 
the subject. · · 

Many of these early studies of soil from 'the geological J?Oint of 
view were fruitful, provided comparisons were confined withm small 
areas in which conditions of climate, native ve~etation, relief, and 
age were essentially uniform. But without definite knowledge of the 
soil characteristics as such, even these results were difficult to inter
pret in terms of native or cultural plants. The confusion, as may 
be seen from what follows, came about by assuming that a direct 
relationship exists between the nature of rocks and of the soil that 
develops from their weathered products; whereas many other 
factors, especially constructional bwlogical forces, more frequently 
dominate the situation in soil development. 

Furthermore, the older concept of soil a.s a static body is wholly 
inadequat~ . In accordance with .such a concept early students of 
p~ant nutr1tion look~d upon the soil as a more or less static " storage 
bm " of plant nutrients. By analyses of the soils and the plants 
they_ pr?du~ed, it w.~s thouwht that a b!ilance sheet could be drawn 
up, !Jl!hcatmg the _needs of each so!l and prophesying its pro- l 
ducti";;tY and longev~ty. Such pro~hec1es usually missed, owing to 
the fa1lure to appreclRte the dynam1c character of soil and the nat
ural . provi~ons . for cont~ued development and renewal. It is 
tee~~g w1th ffilcro-o~galllSffiS of great importance and of great 
variation from one soil to another. It is in continual process of 
change and development. 

Beginning about 1870 in Russia and somewhat later in western 
El!rope and North America, it wa.s observed that certain groups of 
SC?ils were confined to. rather distinctive climatic and biological re
gJOns, whereas geolog~cal deposits are distributed quite promiscu-
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·ously over the world. Excavations in these soils, exposin'f a. section 
of the soil, showed that they were made up of a. ser1es o layers, or 
horizons, called, collectively, the soil profile. These layers frequently 
vary enormously in phys1cal and cllemica.l properties; yet, unlike 
the layers in a. body of sediments, a. genetic relationship exists be
tween them. Such layers in normal soils are the products of soil
forming processes impinged upon the material produced through 
weathering. · 

With the recognition that each soil has a. definite morphology as 
well as a. distinct geography came the logical conception of soil a.s an 
independent natural body. Naturalists then began to study the soil 
from an entirely scientific point of view and to accumulate a body 
of knowled~e bearing upon this line of interest. Thus, about 1870, 
a. new disCipline arose-pedology. The fundamental principles 
elucidated by this science are, of course, those upon which the ap· 
plied phases of soil science (agrology) rest; but their study and 
formulation are not wholly dependent on possible future applica
tion, 

THE N+TURE OF SOIL 

1 Before proceedin~ to a. discussion of the character of actual soils 
and their classificatiOn, some general remarks concerning the nature 
of soil must be made. It has been mentioned that the soil is made 
up of s.ev.eral horizons, called, collectivelY., the soil profile. These 
horizons vary tremendously in different soils; many that are strongly 
develor.ed in some soilS are only weakly developed in others. Fig
ure 1 Illustrates the l!:eneral, or hypotheticali soil profile. Like the 
" hypothetical plant'' used by botanists to il ustrate possible forms, 
no such entity exists in nature but it serves to illustrate nearly all 
of the possible layers. No one soil may have all these horizons well 
developed, but every soil has at least a part of them. Some pictures 
of actual soil profiles are shown in plate 1. 

The prinCipal horizons of the soil profile are A, B, and C. Taken 
together, the A and B horizons are referred to a.s the solum which 
represents the true soil produced by' the soil-building processes. The 
designation C refers to the weathered parent material or unconsoli
dated rock· directly under the solum and from which the solum is 
usually developed. Originally, the A horizon was considered to·in
clude the upper part of the solum, in which accumulation of organic 
matter and bases was taking place thrQugh the direct influence of 
plants, as in the surface honzon of the Chemozem, and the B hori
. zon included the lower part of the sol urn, transitional between the 
more or less uniformly developed surface A horizon and the .parent 
material, unaltered by soil-building processes. The study of soils 
wa.s later extended to include those having a. leached layer in the 
upper part of the solum and a. horizon ~f coUo~d accumulati~n in the 
lower part, and as the A is n?W defined 1t may mclude a. h~r1zo~ (~g. 
1 A.) impoverished of collOids and bases through such 5_01l-bmldmg 
p~ocesses as podzolization or solodization; and the B hor1zon in. such 
soils is particularly characterized by a. deeper color than that m A2 

and by a. high content of colloid. 
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SOIL COLOR 

Each soil horizon has a distinctive color, texture, and structure. 
The possible colors that these various horizons may exhibit can be 
seen from an examination of plate 10 showing the representative 
profiles of the great soil groups. Certain additional colors may be 
found locally as an inheritance from the ,.,arent rock. 

Although color in itself may be of mmor importance it is fre
quently a significant criterion of other soil conditions of extreme 
im:portance. The content of organic matter in soil is such a charac
teristic, and its presence is, to a considerable extent, evidenced by 
the color of the soil. Other factors being constant, soil colors may: 
range from white, through the browns, to black, as the content of 
organic matter increases. . The most stable portion of the decomposed 
organic matter, humus, is darker than the raw, or less well decom
posed, plant remains. Raw woody peat is brown, whereas the well
developed organic soil prOduced from such material is black or nearly 
so. .AS organic matter is not the only coloring matter in soils, color, 
by itself, IS not an exact measure of the content of this important 
constituent ; and beyond a black color further variations in content 
do not, of course, give rise to di1i'erences in color. 

The red and redllish-brown colors of soils are greatly dependent 
upon the content of bxidized, unht:ated iron oxide (hematite); 
while the oxidized, hydrated iron ( · onite) is yellow or yellowish 
brown. Compounds containing reduced iron may impart a pale 
bluish color to the soil. Where such compounds exist as coatmgs 
around the other soil grains a relatively small content of the com
pound ma.Y have a great in1luence on the color of the soil mass. 
These various colors of the iron compounds are important as they 
afford significant indicators of the aeration and drainage of the 
soil. Red colors indicate, in general, good oxidation and good drain
age; whereas grayish blue indicates poor drainage. Imperfectly 
drained soils are frequently mottled with gra:v,:t yellow, and rusty 
brown at some depth beneath the surface. Weu-drained soils may 
sometimes exhibit a yellow color as an inheritance of a previous 
condition of poor drainage. 

Various colors or shades of color may be imparted to tbe soil as 
a result of special conditions, such as the purple colors sometimes 
attributed_to a high content of manganese, or the white crusts or 
horizons indicating a concentration of salts. In very young soils 
especially,. colors may be inherited from those of the rock. These 
variations in color frequently indicate chemical and mineralogical 
fdifferences of great importance in the growth of native and cultural 
plants. It is q_uite obvious that color by itself cannot be used as a 
criterion in soil classification1 but when considered in connection 
with other characteristics of tne soil it is of extreme importance in 
the classification. 

SOIL TEXTURE 

The texture of soils refers to the size of the individual grains or 
particles. This property is partly inherited from tbe parent material 
from which the soil may have been developed and is partly a result of 
soil-forming processes. The B horizon of the soils developed under 
podzolization, for example, is usually higher in clay content thsn 
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the other soil horizons. These soil particles are grouped, according 
to size under three principal hea.ds=-5and, silt, and clay. As a soil 
is rar~ly, if ever) composed entirely of any one of. these ~parates, 
on the basis of tne relative percentages of these, soil class Is recog· 
nized. The principal classes of soil according to tex_ture are sand, 
loamy sand, sandy loam, loam, silt loam, clay loam, Sllty clay loam, 
and clay, in increasing order. of their content .of t~e fiiie sep_arates. 
The physical properties of sml vary ~atly w1th dlff~rences m t~x
ture. As; t11e greater part of the physical and chem1cal/roperhes 
of soil and changes in the soil are attributed to forces an reactions 
occurring at the surface of the soil grains, it is clear that the fine 
clay portion will be the most important, inasmuch as the surface 
exposed per unit weight of soil increases enormously as the diameter 
of the individual grains decreases. Some of the important properties 
of this fine material will be considered briefiy under a. discussion of 
soil colloids. 

SOIL STRUCTURE . 

As; a characterization of the mechanical structure of the soil in 
addition to texture, soil structure, which refers to the manner in 
which the individual grains are arranged, is even more important. 
The individual grains may be grouped together in anY, one of a ~ent 
number of forms, accordmg to the texture of the so11, the chem1cal 
nature of the fine clay portion, the aeration, the ~ds of plants 
and other organisms growing in the soil, and similar ·f~ctors. The 
soil grains may be grouped into plates, crumbs, granules, priSlns 
or other characteristic morphological structural units. A. few of 
the more common forms of soil structure are shown in plate 2. 
These forms may vary considerably themselves as to hardness· and· 
plasticity under different de~ of moistening. 

As; each genetic horizon of a soil profile has its characteristic 
structure, this morphological feature is very important in soil 
classification. Not only is structure highly significant in scientific 
studies of the soil itself but it is of great direct importance in de
termining the soil's receptibility to plant roots, its amenability to 
cultivation, and its susceptibility to blowing by the wind or erosion 
by water. For example, during periods of drought, barren soils, 
even those containing large amounts of clay, may blow badly if the 
grains are _grouped mto fine crumbs or granules. On sloping land 
more care IS required to prevent erosion by water if the B horizon 
of the soil has a massive structure, relatively impermeable to water, 
as compared to a. soil having a. crumb or nut structure permeable,; 
to water in the B horizon. · ' 

SOIL COLLOIDS 

The finer portion of the soil particles, both organic and inorganic, 
are colloidal in nature. The relative amounts and nature of these 
colloids in the various horizons of the soil profile determine, more 
than anything else, the fundamental character of the soil. The inor-

. ganic colloids themselves are complex alumino-silicates resulting 
l~ely from the partial weathering of feldspars and other primary 
mmerals. The organic colloids consist of materials restiltant from 
the. decomposition_ of organic matter •. Although these colloids do not . . 
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themselves enter the plant roots they do have a tremendous in
fluence on the ability of the soil to retain plant nutrients and water 
and to furnish these to growing plants. This colloidal material has 
been aptly designated as the" protoplasm of the soil." 

Colloidal material is tremendously complex, and much remains 
to be discovered about its properties and development under different 
regimes of soil development. Certain useful generalizations can 
be made1 however, regarding its behavior under the principal 'Pro
cesses ot soil genesis. These soil colloids hold cations ( i. e., Ions 
having a positive charge, such as the calcium ion, hydrogen ion, 
and sodium ion) by the ordinary base-exchange reaction. Especially 
in accordance with the relative amounts of the various cations in 
the soil solution, these ions will be .held by the colloids. The nature 
of the parent mat;erial, the drainage, the amount of water percolating 
through the soil, and especially the character of the growing ve~e
tation and of the decomposing organic matter, will determine whiCh 
ions will be held by the colloids, The properties of the colloids, and 
consequently the charaeter of the soil, vary enormously, depending 
upon which cations are dominant in the colloidal adsorbing com
plex. There are three general types of soil colloids, designated as 
the hydrogen colloid1 the sodium colloid, and the calcium colloid. 
In Nature the colloi!}s'.are never completely of one type; and less 
common ions frequently make up a considerable portion of the total 
exchangeable bases. · 

In the pte~ence of considerable quantities of salts, all these colloids 
are flocculated and immobile. In the absence of flocculating electro
lytes, the hydrogen colloid is acid and rather easily dispersed into 
colloidal suspension~ the sodium colloid is highly alkaline and is most 
easily dispersed, unCI the calcium colloid is mildly alkaline and tends 
to remain in a flocculated state. Thus the hydrogen and sodium 
colloids can ba easily leached from the surface soil by l?ercolating 
waters, whereas the calcium colloid cannot. Under conditions favor
able for the mobility of the colloids, the surface horizons may be
come almost impoverished of the finer clay, as in the case of the 
whitish upper horizons of certain soils. These mobile colloids may 
be entirely ;removed from the soil or they may be deposited at some 
lowEl,l" level, givin~ rise to a more dense layer, frequently dark in 
color, characteristiC of many soils. 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS 

r The classification of soils, like that of any other natural bodies 
having distinctive characteristics, is based upon their inherent char
acteristics. Before the development of the modern concept of soils1 and consequently before there had been accumulated any. body ot 
soil science classificational schemes were made on the basts of the 
nature of the parent material (geological) or upon some,other envi
ronmental factor. Of these schemes, the one advanced by the Rus~ 
sians, based largely on the clintate, :was _by far the best. In Russia 
the vegetation closely followed t~e ~lima tic _changes, and ra~her ~harp·. 
boundaries between plant assoc1ahons, soil tyPCs, and chmabc re
gintes obtained contiguously. In other countnes, such as the United 
States, although a da~ification. on the basis of clima~ mig~t ~ 
onn~>rior from some pomts of VIeW to any on a geologtcal ba.sJS, 1t . . 
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is still inadequate. For one thing the types of vegetation are not so 
sharply coincident with climatic changes. Although not of first 
importance ia determining the general nature of broad soil zones, 
differences in the underl,ving rock ar.d in relief are commonly of first 
importance in determinmg local soil differences. The abandonment 
of these schemes for the development of a strictly scientific classifica-' 
tion based on the character of the soils themselves was the natural 
outcome as the science developed. 

The purpose of classification is to place the objects to be classified 
into smtable categories, the better to study and remember their char
acteristics and to interpret their interrelationships. According to 
this statement of the problem, schemes for the classification of nat
ural bodies, such as plants and animals, have been worked out; and 
on the same logical basis the classification of soils has been recently 
developed. 

Average profiles of the great soil groups are illustrated in plate 10. 
The general distribution of the important groups of these in the 
United States is shown on page 31 (fig. 4). The illustrations of the 
zonal soils represent the averall'e conditions to which the soils of a 
large area are all related. The mtrazonal types are those found under 
some special condition which may be wide-spread, especially poor 
drainage. The average, or normal, profiles are those developed under 
average conditions of parent material. Local variations in climate, 
relief1 vegetation, and age, and extremes in parent material, naturally 
may lle expected to give rise to soils of different character. Thus, 
around each of the zonal and intrazonal average profiles there are 
~ouped a large number of profiles, all having the same very general 
characteristics but varying greatly in details. These variations are 
commonly of great significance in any detailed consideration of the 
soil and are usually the only ones to be observed within a small area. 

In the field rna pping of soils the units described and shown on 
the map are established on the basis of the characteristics of the 
soils themselves. Any one of the great zonal soil groups illustrated 
in plate 10 mn.y include several hundred of these units varying in 
details of morphology just as the order Araneida (spiders) includes 
animals having the same general morphology but with many species 
varving in the details of this general character. 

The most important of these field units is the soil series which 
includes those soils havin~ the same differentiating characteristics. 
The soils included in a series have essentially the same color depth 
and structure of the horizons of the profile. They have the sam~ 
drainage and approximately the same relief and conditions of parent 1 
material. The texture of the upper part of the solum (A) may 
vary. These series are given geographic names taken from the 
location i~ w~ich they were first found. Norfolk,_ Hagerstown, 

. Ba;nes, 1\I!nl"f!l, Houst'?n, ~d Mohav~ are names of Important soil 
· ser1es. W1thm the sOil senes are soil types, defined according to 
the texture of the upper part of the solum. Thus the class name 
of the soi~ texture, sue~ as silt loam, loam, or clay "loam, is added 
to the ser1e~ nD.!De to g.v~ th!J c~mplete name of the soil type; for 
example_, Jl~mnu lo~, M1!'m1. silt ~oam, and :Miami clay loam are 
types Within the ~enes M1a~1. W1th the exception of the texture 
of the surface soil, these soil types have the same differentiating 
characteristics. 
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An eJUUDple or land without soil. llere we:.therlng Is nctl,·e. hut there Is \·cry lillie llle ond con.-1ueotly 
very little soil. The clestrucrl<>nal weaaherlo:.> Rl'li\'ilie<~ will in time pru<luoo 11 lllllfCDL material lrom 
which wil awy be formed by tbe ooll5tructioual proc.'CS.'Se:i ol wil a.lcvclopmenL. 
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A ,·lew of <."hcrnuzcm. These bhl(•k, fertile soils nrc cspcci•llly suit ed to the pro<hwtlon or e~>renls in lnr~:c units . The su bhumtd ctimnto is somcwhut hnzardous and sharply llmit.s 
the production ot mnny kinlls o! subsisleocc croJ•s. 
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A phase of a soil type is occasionally recognized for the separa
tion of soils within the tyye which differ in some minor character
istic that may have specia practical significance. Such a category 
is analogous to the term " strain" as used with plants. Differences 
in relief and stoniness are frequently shown as phases. Such dif
ferences in relief may not materially influence the soil character, 
but may be of great significance m land use, especially where 
cultivated. ~ ~ 

On the average soil map of a county, ranging from 500 to {;00 
square miles in area, from 15 to 60 of these soil units may be 
recognized and ma.Pped .. Each of these is established on the basis 
of the characteristics of the soil itself, except that phases may be 
separated on the basis of relief or stoniness, physical characteristics 
of the land which are not strictly soil features but are important in 
determining the use of the soiL The experience of people using 
these tJlli!S of soil for various purposes, to~ether with the results 
of expenmental work, when classified accordmg to soil types, makes 
a complete picture of the physical potentialities of the land for use. 
A small P.Ortion of such a detailed soil map is shown in plate 11. 
The detailed soil map is accompanied by a eomprehensive report 
describing the soil units shown on the map and explaining their 
use. 

Before describing the mapping units in more detail the broad 
groups of soil,s and their genesis need to be examined, after which 
the variations within a group will be discussed. 1 These soil series 
are further grouped into pro~essively more inclusive units accord
ing to important differentiatmg characteristics. The technical de
tails of such a comprehensive scheme of cla.ssification are set forth by 
Marbut. 8 Attention here will be devoted particularly to the great 
soil groups of Marbut's category 4 and to the important intrazonal 
groups of his category 3. 

THE FACTORS OF SOIL GENESIS 

The principle of geographies, a.ssociated with the modern concept 
of the soil as a dynamic natural body in equilibrium with its environ
ment, leads to several important deductions regarding the forces in 
operation during the genesis of a soil. In general, there are two, 
not mutually exclusive, sorts of activities: (1) Destructional activi
ties of weathering, physical and chemical, and (2) constructional 
biological forces. Although pedology is especially concerned with 
the latter, the importance of the former cannot be neglected. As a 
graphic illustration of those factors of the landscape most promi
nently associated with and responsible for the development of soil 
the following can be written: 

Soil= f (climate, vegetation, relief, age, parent rock) 

1 For further tnformatton regarding these units and their slgnlftean~ In land use the 
reader 1e referred to the pubHsbed soil survey reports. The Dlvislon of Soli Survey of the 
U. s. Department of Agriculture bas pubJlsbed appro:zlmo.teJy l,tiOO soU maps and reports 
during lts operation over a period of years. Technical Bulletin 469 s explains the detatls 
of land classltlcatlon made, in part, from sucb maps. The Illinois Agricultural Expert~ 
ment Statton and some other agencles have also published soli maps and reports . 

.::11 KDLLOGO C E and ABLEITEB, J, K. A. »ETBOD OJ' BUJlA.L LAND CLA881J'ICA.TIOM. U. S. 
Dept. Agr. Tech. Bun. 469, 30 pp., Ulus. 1935. 

• MARBUT, C. F. BOILS OJ' THE UNITED STATES. ln Atlas Of American Agriculture, pt. 3, 
Advance Sheets no. 8, 98 pp., Wus. 1935. 
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Of these the first two, climate and vegetation, are of the greatest 
importance in determining the nature of th~ zonal gr'!ups illust:a~ . 
in plate 10. The other three, however, are unportant m determmmg 
the intrazonal types and in producing important subdivisions within 
the zonal ~oups. 

Tho chief coml>onents of climate, rainfall, temperature, and 
humidity will obviously influence the amounts of various chemical 
elements and compounds in the soil. These ·factors will be reflected 
in the soil directly and especially indirectly through their influence 
upon vegetation and upon the weathering processes which produce 
the parent material from which soil is developed. Local conditions 
of relief, and the vegetation itself, will serve to modify the climatic 
conditions which prevail within and at the immediate surface of 
the soil. Also the cooling and moistening at the surface is in
fluenced somewhat by the nature of the underlying rocks. Inas
much as extremes in chemical nature or texture of the parent mate
rial may influence the nature of the salts in the soil and the texture 
of the soi~ the mechanical and chemical composition of the under
lying rockS is of ~gnificance. As the whole process of soil genesis 
is one of evolutionhtogether with the development of the entire 
landscape, of whic it is a part, age (in a. relative sense) is 
important. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PARENT MATERIAL 

The parent material from which the soils are produced is largely . 
accumulated through the processes of weathering. Weathering in
cludes those chemical and physical processes by which rockS are 
broken down into unconsolidated materials. These processes are 
mainly destructional and are essentially sterile (pl. 3). Although 
some of the reactions and processes included under weathering may 
also be taking place in the soil, here they are merged with other 
processes of greater magnitude and importance. The development 
of soil should not be confused with the weathering of rocks. By 
weathering, parent material for soil may be produced, but any one 
of a vast number of greatly different soils ma.y be produced from 
identical parent materials. The parent rock is a passive element, 
rather than an active force in soil formation. Examples of all the 
zonal and intrazonal groups of soil shown in plate 10, except the 
Rendzina, could easily have been developed from identical parent 
rock. Nevertheless, it must not be overlooked that important varia.
tions in soils, due to characteristics inherited from the parent mate
rial exist, and are responsible for subdivisions within the groups. 
In mountainous areas, for example the extreme nature of the local 
situation may almost, if not entirely, prevent soil development. 

Wind1 mo~ water, ice, and temperature changes are rmportant 
factors m the disintegration of masses of rock. Unconsolidated ma.
~rial is frequ~ntly tt:anspor~d to form deposits of weathered mate
nal from which vanous soils may be produced depending on the 
environment. For examJ?le, deposits of dune sand and loess are 
built by the wind, alluVIal fans and flood plains by water and 
numerous glacial formations by ice. ' 

Under the chemical action of water, carbonic acid and oxidation
reduction reactions, the chemical nature of the ori!l'inal minerals j~ 
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altered. These chemical reactions during weathering are somewhat 
similar under different climatic regimes, but external differences of 
moistening1 and especially of temperature, determine the direction 
and rate ot the reactions. The greater part of the mineral matter 
in rocks is composed of silicates and alumino-silicates, together with 
varying quantities of other inorganic compounds. Under the action 
of weathering these may be hydrolized. By various interreactions 
elements may be recombmed to form a great number of compounds, 
such as sod1um chloride, sodium sulphate, magnesium carbonate, 
and a host of others. These may accumulate in the soil or be leached 
in various proportions, dependmg on the degree of moistening and 
the position of the water table. It is probal:ily safe to say that the 
climate has a greater direct influence on weathering than on soil 
formation; although the indirect effect of climate on soils through 
its influence on the biological complex is of the utmost importance. 

LIVING MATTER 

Some time after or continuous with the accumulation of parent 
material there is the introduction of living matter which is Targely 
responsible for the constructional processes of soil development. 
This living matter presents two different aspects: (1) Synthesis and 
{2) decomposition. There are two general groups of plants which 
synthesize organic matter-grasses and trees. Differences of great 
significance exist between plants within each group, especially as 
regards their feeding habits and the relative proportion and abso
lute amounts of the various elements taken up by the roots and 
deposited in or on the upper part of the solum. 

The concentration of the various bases such as sodium and cal
cium in the water percolating through the solumi depends to a con
siderable extent on the amounts of these in the p ants. The amount 
in the plants depends partly on the nature of the plants and partly 
on the quantities of these materials in the lower part of the soil 
available to the plant roots. For example, organic remains under 
the pine forests have a much lower content of bases than those under 
the beech-maple forest. Some variation obtains, however, within 
each type of forest. Ordinarily the beech-maJ?le forest finds its best 
site in areas having a good supply of bases m the soil and parent 
material~ and under such usual conditions the leaves are relatively 
high in oases, especially calcium; but if the other conditions affect
ing growth are favorable, such as humidity, water supply, and tem
perature, this type of forest may thrive where bases are scarce and 

1 

under such conditions will furnish the soil with organic matter 
relatively low in these ash constituents • 

. Grasses are, in general, strong feeders on calcium and return large 
amounts of this element to the surface soil. But the various s_pectes 
cf grasses vary greatly in their total content of bases and m the 
relative proportion of the various elements. Certain species are 
very high in the sodium salts and thus favor the production of 
sodmm colloids in the soil with far-reachin~ influences on soil 
morphology. These relationships between so1l and plant are so 
interdependent that it is not always possible to point to one as 
causal. Thus a soil high in its content of sodium favors those 
plants naturally high in sodium; and the plants, in tum, tend tQ 
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maintain the soil, particularly the upper part, high in sodium, 
greatly influencing the development of the solum. & the type of 
vegetation slowly changes, the soil changes; or, more accurately, 
the soil and the plant association together move toward a new 
equilibrium. 

Plants having the greater fart of their roots in the surface soil 
tend to reduce the amount o leaching through the upper part of 
the solum as compared to more deeply rooted plants. From this 
point of view grasses would, in general, tend to restrict leaching. by 
taking more moisture from the surface soil than trees and leavmg 
less to percolate to the lower soil. The generally shallower rooting 
of conifers as compared to many hardwood trees may also be sig
nificant in reducing the percolation of water through the upper part 
of the soil under the former. 

Of those organisms which decompose organic matter there are (1) 
the higher ammals, (2) aerobic bacteria, (3) anaerobic bacteria, and 
( 4) fungi. The optimum conditions for the growth of these organ
isms vary widely between classes. Furthermore, the different classes 
of micro-orgarusms which decompose organic matter give rise to 
different products. In cases where the processes j!;O to completion, 
of course, the ultimate end products would be the same; namely 
carbon dioxide, water, and ash. But the products actually found 
in the soil at any moment are largely intermediate compounds, and 
these vary greatly, depending on the organisms responsible for their 
presence. Such decomposition products produced by bacteria are, in 
general, relatively insoluble or stable as compared to those produced 
by fungi. Thus, conditions which favor the growth of fungi as 
compared to bacteria, may lead to less accumulation of organic mat
ter m the soil. Further, the influences of the organic compounds 
produced by these different organisms upon the chemical nature and 
movement of the mineral colloids and compounds in the soil are at 
least partly responsible for great differences in soil morphology. 

In general, bacteria are less tolerant of acidity in the soii ·than 
fungi. Several kinds of aerobic bacteria, of great importance in 
providing available forms of nitrogen to plants, no not thrive in acid 
soils. Such soils are, thereforei not naturally favorable to the growth 
of plants requiring considerab e nitrate nitrogen, such as most ordi
nary crop .plants. In many of these soils conditions are such that, 
by rather Slmple treatments, including the use of limeJ this condition 
may be altered to one more favorable for crop proauction. Many 
disease organisms which attack plants are conditioned in their growth 
by the soil, either directly or indirectly through the influence of the 
soil on the physiological condition of the plant. Many such plant 
diseases are most economically and effectively controlled through 
soil treatment or~ especially, through the proper selection of soil for 
the production ot particular crops. 

CLIMATE 

The influence of climate in soil genesis is most profound. Atten
tion has already been drawt;t to the influence of _climate upon the de
velopment of parent matenal through weatherm~. Certain funda
mental chemical reactions, conditioned by climatic factors, such as 
hydrolysis, hydration, carbonation, and oxidation, are common to 
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both weathering and soil-fonning processes. Even after soil devel
opment has advanced to a considerable extent, there may be said to 
be continued weatherin~ of some of the mineral particles within the 
soil. Variations in chmate, especially variations in temperature, 
influence the speed of these reactions. · 

Of great importance to soil genesis is the amount of water actually 
percolating through the soil, and this amount will depend, in {art, 
on the ramfall, temperature, relative humidity, and length o the 
frost-free period. The actual soil climate will also be conditioned 
by the slope of the land and the vegetative cover. With a given rain
fall, the amount of water left free to percolate will be increased with 
an increase in relative humidity, with a decrease in temperature, and 
with an increase in the period during which the soil remains un
frozen. 

The distribution of the rainfall is also a matter of importance. If 
the season of heaviest rainfall is coincident with the season of highest 
temperature, less leaching of the soil will take place as compared with 
a case where the period of highest rainfall is accompanied by a lower 
temperature above freezing. For the formation of most soils it is 
important that there be both moist and dry periods. It would seem, 
for example, that the Podzol soils, normally developed under a cli
matic reg:~me g!ving rise to considerable leaching, do not develop un
less there are dry periods during which the capillary movement of 
water in the soil is upward. 

Differences in temperature below freezing are apparently not of 
great direct importance in soil genesis, that is, whether the average 
temperatures for the coldest months are 0° F. or -40° is not greatly 
important, except as they in1luence the native vegetation. In cold 
regions where the average annual temperature falls much below 
26°, the deeper substratum remains permanently frozen . 

.As the values for average rainfall and temperature do not pre
sent a satisfactory description of climatic conditions, various sorts 
of expressi()ns have been employed in order to give an accurate 
picture of the climate as a factor in soil formation. One of the most 
unportant of these has been the N-S quotient.• A system which 
is, perhaps, more satisfactory for the classification of climatic types 
has been recently devised by Thornthwaite • on the basis of what he 
calls " precipitation effectiveness " and "tem,Perature efficiency " with 
added refinements, according to the periodicity of the rainfall and 
temperature. In general, the boundaries of his climatic types roughly 
parallel or coincide with those of many of the zonal groups of soils, 
although there are discrepancies. Possible future improvements in 
the treatment of climatic data, together with an increase in the 
number of stations and longer records, may allow a still closer fitting 
of climatic zones to soil zones. It is safe to venture, however, that 
such correlations will need to be kept on a very general basis and 
many exceptions allowed, since climate is only one of the factors 
concerned in soil development and its direct influence is not so pro
nounced as that of vegetation. 

• Thla factor 11 ealculatOO as follows: The water~vapor pressure, tn mllltmetera of mer
cury, for the average annual temperature 1a multtplled by the re1attve saturation of the 
air (100- relative bumldlty) to obtain the absolute saturation defteleney of the alr. The 
annual preclpltatlon 1n mllllmeters is dlvlded by thls value to obtain the N-8 quotient. 

•TBOBNTHW.Al'XE, C. 7ll& CLULUES O.e liOilTJl ,6J!U.Ic.A, Geocr. Bev • .21; 633-655, 
Was. 193L 
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The greatest influence of climate in soil genesis is exerted indirectly 
through its partial determinati.on of the native veg~tation under 
which the soil develops. AttentiOn has already been directed to the 
great importance of living matter in the con~ructional processes of 
soil formation from weathered parent materials. B~ause of. th~e 
facts, more than because of the direct influence, boundaries of climatic 
t-YPes roughly parallel those of the zonal groups of soils. Althou~h 
chmate is of tremendous importance in determining plant assoCia
tions, it is not the only factor, and near their limits small but deter
mining differences in climatic factors are difficult to analyze. The 
soil itSelf, greatly influenced by plants, in turn influences them: they 
evolve together. 

One of the most important differences between the boundaries of 
climatic types and those of the zonal groups of soils is at the margin 
of the Prairie soils. Near the boundary between these soils and those 
of the Gray-Brown Podzolic group in the United States, for example, 
one may find an intimate mixture of the two contrasting soils in 
situations where there are no observable differences in climate, age, 
relief, or parent material; yet some factor, ordinarily of minor im
portance, was able to determine the balance between a forest vege
tation and a grass vegetation, responsible for the great differences 
between the two groups of soils. Frequently one can find such 
differences ascribable to obvious differences in relief or parent rock, 
but in many other cases such differences do not exist and the deter
minant remains obscure. 

The intrazonal groups of soils have a considerable range of climatic 
conditions. Although all the factors are important in the genesis 
of these soils, their dominating characteristics are the result of local 
factors, especially relief. Differences in climate are commonly re
sponsible for variations within the groups. In general, however, 
there are three groups of intrazonal soils associated with each of the 
two general groups of zonal soils as shown in plate 10. One group, 
the Rendzina, is associated with several Pedocals as well as with 
the Pedalfers, and the Wiesenboden is not uncommonly found with 
Chernozem. 

RRURP 

The examples of the zonal soils shown in plate 10 are only to be 
found on the undulating upland. Where the relief is less pronounced 
and draina~e is poor, hydromorp~ic equival~ts of .the soils normal 
for the reg10n may be developed In the hunud regiOns; whereas in 
the arid regions the salty soilS and their successors are to be found. 
Examples of such intrazonal soils are shown in plate 10. 

It must be emphasized that the normal zonal soils are found on 
the undulatin~, but not fiat or hilly, upland. Under such conditions 
the drainage 1S good but not excessive, and there is a constant re~ 
moval of some of the surface soil through erosion.• Thus gradually 
the pr~file is being renewed through the incorporation of new parent 
material from below, although the thickness of the soil remains con
stant. In case this normal erosion is reduced, as on fiat relief or 
increased, as in steep, hilly areas, soils varying from the normal' are 

• Eroslon le used here lD the senae of a normal process occurnn:g. In aU normal soils and 
\'!...~?,t_ to be cooruled W1tb the remo-.al of sou by_ destructive erosion wbteh ma7 occur 
___, aa a result of ualnc land for purposes to which lt Ia oaturall7 u.nfttted. 
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developed. It might be added thnt such soils nre commonly less 
proliuctive; in the first case because of more thorough leaching and 
m the second, because of the thinner solum. In tlw <h~velopnwnt of 
soils from unconsolidated rocks u certa in amount of erosion is neces
sary for the genesis of the normal profile ( and for a productive soil); 
wher<.>as excessive erosion leads to the development of u thin, less 
productiYe soil. The thinner solum denlnp<>d on hi lly laud is due 
111 part to the increased remo,•al of material by erosion and in part 
to the inneased surface run-off of wuter, leaving less 111oisturc f ot· 
the growth of plants and consequently slowing down the ::;oil-forming 
processes. 

A series of profiles is sketched in figure 2 !::>hawing the general 
relationship between relief and soil morpholog~· in an area where the 
normal soil belongs to the Gray-Brown Podzolic group. The Crosby 
soil shown in this figure~ developed on fl at relief where there is no 

THIN SOLUM HALF · BOG BOG 
FJGrnF! 2.-Soll proftl eR clPVPin pNI from ~lmllnr pnr••n t mnt<'rluh< hut ~n r~·tn~: In snrfnc~ 

relief. l'ote tbnt n th in ~olum lA de,·elopeo.l 0 11 hilly lnnd lH•o.'n use of excessh·e run-oil' 
nnd t·roslon; wher••ns tlu• llut UJ>Innd hn~ t oo llttlf' l!roslon U JH.I n hh;hly tenche<l upper 
pnrt o( the solum with n deus~ d n>J>Il ll In till' lower Jjltrl uf t lo<.- Holum. Exutllpl<'ll t rom 
the detailed soli clusslll<:ntlou tuclu ~: :lllnml. ('rost.y, Rodmn 11, Hroot.:Ktou, nod Cnrltslc. 

deposition, is more acid , has a deeper leached horizon, has a more 
dense!. tenacious D horizon, and is le~"<; productiYe than the normal 
soil (..l.\fiami). Such soils are rather common in many parts of the 
United States and owe their infertility largely to a lack of normal 
erosion. Many soils in eastern rnited.Statrs, ·whieh have been com
monly described as "worn-out ", ar<> of this type, but they never 
were pr·oductive. Some of General 'Yashington\ experiments with 
&oil fertility came to little because of such soi I. In lowland areas, 
subject to excessiv<.> moistening, dark-colored intrazonal soils are 
produced, because of the restricted decay of plant remains. 

In the arid and semiarid regions analogous intrazonal soils are 
developed with differences in relief. In semiariu regions the sloping 
areas may have soils rather similar to those of a still drier region. 
Thus the hillsides within the belt of Chernozem may have soils 
somewhat similar to t.hose normally found in the be1t of Chestnut 
soils. In the lowland areas salty soils are found. The more de-
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tailed development of the intrazonal soils produced under excessive 
moistening in the humid rel);ions and under the influence of ex?ess 
salts in the arid regions will be discussed under the appropnate 
soil processes. 

AGE 

The biolo~ical constructional forces in soil development naturally 
require conSiderable time before the soil comes into equilibrium with 
its environment. The examples shown in plate 10 are mature soils, 
in the sense that these soils have already developed their character
istic properties and are in equilibrium with their environment. Un
der certain conditions, soils may be found which because of their 
youth have not fully developed those characterstics which are normal 
for their environment. In some instances, such soils may be of 
great practical importance for the growth of plants. These " skele
tal " soils include those developed from fresh deposits of sediments~ 
such as stream alluvium, deltas-l. lake and ocean beaches, dunes

1 
anu 

freshly deposited lava flows. .!fresh deposits of weathered rocK: are 
constantly. being. produced through the action of geological pro
cesses, and, as soil develoi?s, in its initial stages the characteristics 
will be largely those inhented from the parent material; but slowly 
these are lost with the development of a mature soil. 

A series of old stream terraces frequently affords an excellent. 
opportunity for the study of these remarkable changes as one pro
ceeds from the fresh alluvium of the immediate flood plain up to 
progressively higher and older terraces. Similarly, a striking series 
of changes may be observed with sand dunes of progressive ages 
since their fixation by plants. 

In some instances tl:iese young soils are actually more productive 
of crop plants than adjoining mature soils. The flood plains of 
many rivers and Slllall streams of humid Uuited States offer examples. 
As these soils become altered by the dominant soil-building pro
cesses of the region they become less productive for those crop 
plants which are most unlike the native plants under which the 
mature soils of that region develop. In a strict sense, fresh deposits 
of sediments or exposures of rocli are not soils but parent material. 
The term "alluvial soils", although in common use, is somewhat 
illogical, inasmuch as it is not the soil which has been moved or 
deposited but the parent material from which any one of a great 
many soils may be developed, depending on the other factors of 
the environment. If soils erode the material removed is no longer 
soil in a strict sens~1 but when redeposited may become parent 
material for a new soil. 

THE PROCESSES OF SOIL DEVELOPMENT 

Depending upon the nature of the environment, there are seven 
general processes of soil development: Calcification, (2) podzoli
zation, (3) lnterization,1 (4) salimzation, (5) solonization, (6) solodi
zation, and (7) gleization.• The zonal groups of soils of the well-

'StrictlY spN!.klng, Iater11at1on refers more partleutarly, 1D certain aspects, to weather· 
lol than to soU formation. 

Glelaatlou (glei+zzltlon) Is a term used to lndnde those processes ·under which soils 
having a aiel liorlzoo develop, such as Bog, Halt-Bog, &.Dd Wlesenbodeo (swampy and 
poorly dralned aolla ot the humid re&iona). 
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drained uplands are produced by modifications of the first 3 processes, 
and the last 4 are operative in the genesis of the intrazonal soils. 

CALCIFICATION 

The calcification process of soil development is most typically 
maintained under grasses or grasslike plants and conditions of re
stricted rainfall. There may be considerable leaching, but not enough 
to remove the carbonates of calcium (lime) and magnesium entirely, 
and these accumulate in the lower part of the soil, usually just under 
the solum, whereas the more soluble salts are removed with the 
drainage water. 

Under such an environment the plants bring bases (and phos
phorus) from the lower to the surface horizons in relatively large 
amounts. The soil does not become acid to an important ·degree, 
and the colloids, both organic and inorganic, remain saturated largely 
with calcium, and consequently relatively immobile.• As these con
ditions are favorable to a micropopulation predominately of bacteria, 
the products from the decompositiOn of organic matter are relatively 
insoluble and remain in the upper part of the soil." 

Normal soils developed under this process have very little, if any, 
: movement of clay or other colloidal material from the A. to the B 

horizon. Those elements most commonly essential in p.lant growth are 
naturally conserved in theupperpart of the soil. The depth of the color, 
content of organic matter, and thickness of the solum will depend 
largely on the vegetation-the type of grasses and their abundance. 

This calcification process is dominant in the genesis of several of 
the important zonal groups of soils shown in plate 10. Others are 
influenced in varying degrees by this process, but in these cases its 
complete effects are opposed by other processes, especially podzoliza
tion which is, in a broad sense, the negation of calcification. Start
ing with the most humid U.J?land grassland areas are found the 
Prairie soils.>• With these smls :(lodzolization has had some influence 
and the soils do not have the honzon of calcium carbonate accumula
tion. They are very dark brown in color, high in their content of 
organic matter in the upper part of the solum, and they are well 
supplied with the elements necessary for the growth of grasses and 
other herbaceous plants.11 The high natural fertility of these soils, 
combined with their favorable climate, make them among the most 
productive in the world for grains and grasses. In passing from the 
Prairie soils to regions having a somewhat drier climate, one crosses 
the important boundary between those soils having a horizon of cal
cium carbonate accumulation (Pedocals) and those which do not 

I (Pedalfers). 
The Prarrie soils are al?parently not to be found, at least in any 

considerable area, except m the United States. They have some of 
the characteristics of the Chernozem woup, but the main body of 
these dark-colored soils in central Umted States has developed un-

• On flat relief the 81lrface soU ma7 become 80 wet onder periods of ertreme moistening 
as to favor downward waahlng of even calcium clay. Such movement ts prtmarll[ me
chanical and takes place largely In the structural openings or crack& Xo the e:s:ten that 
this action 1ntluences the soU, a morphology varying from the nonna.J may be expected 

uSee the outUne map shown ln figure 4 for the general location of the various zonal aoti 
type&. For more exact cartographic upreaslon of these general soli areas see retereuee 
cited 1D footnote 3. 

11 See table 1 tor a summary description of each of the zonal groups of solla. 
73780.-36----3 
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der a climate similar to that of the Gray-Brown Podzolic group. 
The grass vegetation has been able to return sufficient calcium to the 
surface soil to prevent any appreciable dispersion of colloids. 

In the normal Prairie soils under discussion there has been but 
relatively little movement of colloidal material from the surface soil 
to the lower horizons. Within this region there are soils closely 
related to this group, however, which have a considerably higher 
content of clay m the B horizon than in the upper A horizon. To 
the extent that such soils have pronounced textural differences within 
the profile they are intrazonal. These soils are to be found on the 
areas of flat, or nearly flat, relief and may owe· their morphology to 
the influence of ground water, to excess salts (solodizationJ, or to the 
concentration of clay by simple downward washing, espeClally where 
the parent materials are heavy. 

AS the continual return of calcium is necessary to prevent the 
degradation of these soils through podzolization, this question 'nat
urally suggests itself: In time will not the bases leach to such an 
extent and to such a low level as to be out of reach of grass roots in 
sufficient quantities to prevent podzolization' This Is, of course, 
possible, but probable only after a very long time under virgin con
ditions owing in part to the slowness of the leaching and in part 
to gradual renewal of the soil profile from the bottom as the normal 
erosion, characteristic of the normal soil, removes the surface. 

The next zonal group .of soils after leaving the Prairie soils is the 
Chernozem, found in the most humid part of the drier region having 
soils with a calcium carbonate horizon. The grasses grow lux
uriantly in this region and have produced black soils, very high in 
them content of organic matter, and very fertile for grasses and 
other herbaceous plants. The calcium and magnesium carbonates, 
produced through carbonation in the surface soil of the calcium 
and magnesium brought up by the grasses, are not leached beyond 
the reach of the grass roots. It will be noted that the presence of 
these carbonates, as such, in the parent material is in no sense nec
essary for the development of the characteristic lime zone. It is only 
necessary that calcium from some mineral be available to the plants. 
Chernozem and other Pedocals are frequently developed from weath
ered acidic rocks containing calcium in feldspars and other minerals. 
Such calcium is brought to the surface by plants andl after their 
decay, is united with carbonic acid to form calcium carbonate. 

The group of Chernozem soils is one of the most important in the 
world. The black soils of the Russian steppes and of the plains of 
North America and South America belong with this group, as well 
as extensive areas in India and smaller areas elsewhere. Minor va
riations, especially in the intensity of the black color, obtain within 
the Chernozem group as influenced by differences in temperature. 
The southern Chernozem is not so dark as the northern Chernozem. 
These soils are well adapted to the small grains, especially wheat, 
and furnish the greater part of the world's breadstuffs (pl. 4). Al
though somewhat more fertile in the sense of their content of min
eral plant nutrients than the Prairie soils, they are somewhat less 
productive, as the rainfall is lower and the cliniate more hazardous. 
As the tall-grass prairie, under which the Chernozem has developed, 
~ert:s the most powerful soil-building force, there is less variation 
Within Chernozem than within the otlier soil groups. 
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In progressively drier climates the vegetation is more sparse, and 
consequently the soils become lighter in color and the solum thinner. 
First beyond the Chernozem group is the group of Chestnut soils, 
followed by the Brown soils, Sierozem (Gray) soils, and finally the 
Desert soils. Certain soils of the hot deserts have a reddish surface 
due to slight laterization. The Chestnut soils are fertile and exten

.sively used for wheat, but the climate is hazardous. The Brown . 
soils also are used for wheat, but the climate is so hazardous that the 
more rolling and otherwise less productive land is used for grazing-, 
as the native short grasses proVIde excellent pasture for range am
mals. The Sierozem soils are low in organic matter, have relatively 
shallow solums over the lime zone, but are moderately fertile. The 
rainfall is too low and the climate too hazardous for much dry 
farming, but these soils are suitable for grazing and the most favor
ably situated areas can be irrigated successfully (pl. 5, A). These 
soils merge into the Desert soils (pl. 5, B). · 

In addition to these zonal soils, develoll_ed under the general in
fluence of calcification, the soils of the Rendzina group must be 
mentioned. These soils are black and have developed under a grass 
vegetation. The black color and chernozemlike character of the sur
face soil is maintained, even under a humid climate such as that of 
Alabama, because an abnormally high content and availability of 
calcium carbonate in the parent material favor the calcification proc
ess. Ordinarily these intrazanal soils are expected only in the 
humid region where they are found developed from soft parent 
materials, high in content of calcium carbonate, such as marl. Ex
amples may be found, however, associated with Chernozem and 
Chestnut soils. Here the contrast is not so striking, but with careful 
examination the Rendzina can be distinguished by its shallower 
solum overlying extremely calcareous material. Some of the glacial 
deposits in the northern Great Plains of the United States are so 
rich in lime as to be responsible for a suggestion of rendzinalike 
.soils in many places. 

PODZOLIZATION 

The podzolization process is dominant under humid climates and 
forest vegetation. The details of the process vary under different 
conditions and in the several groups influenced by it, but podzoliza
tion is typically active in the formation of the Podzol soils of the 
northern humid regions and especially under the coniferous forest 
(although they are often well developed under hardwood and mixed 
coniferous and hardwood forests). Under these conditions there 
is sufficient moisture to remove the soluble salts, including the less 
soluble carbonates of calcium and magnesium, completely from the 
soil. Trees feed more lightly on bases than do the grasses, and not 
sufficient bases are returned to the surface soil to prevent it from 
becoming acid.12 Consequently the colloids become partly or almost 
wholly saturated with hydrogen. · 

Attention has already been drawn to the differences between co
niferous and deciduous trees as regards their base cycle. To the .ex
tent that they have a lower content of bases in their leaves and 

• 
21 A small grvpp of sons, known a& '" Ramann's Braunerde" and Brown !"orest IJOlJa 

are developed under a forest growth whteb bas been able to fumlsh sumctent bases to tb~ 
surface soli tor the prevention of podzollzatton. These aotls are brown or dnrk brown 
and are somewhat stmllar to the Prnlrte soils. They are apparently not developed to an 
Important extent 1D the U~ted States. . 
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twigs the conifers favor podzolization. Especially in the drier 
parts'of the region having soils develo~d through podzolization the 
relatively shallow rooted conifers may allow less percolation thro~gh 
the surface soil than more deeply rooted hardwoods, thus havmg, 
under these conditions, an influence to retard podzolization. For 
example, in the northern Lake States, better developed Podzol soils 
may be found under a hardwood forest than under the pine forest. 

The toxic action on the bacteria, especially of tannins from the 
trees is, at least partly, responsible for the predominance of fungi 
in the surface soil. Decom.Position of organic matter by these organ
isms leads to the productiOn of organic acids favorable to the re
duction and solubility of iron. Both the soluble organic matter and 
the hydrogen-saturated organic colloids favor the mobility of the 
inorganic materials, especially iron and inorganic colloids. In the 
normal soil, under conditions of good drainage, the soluble iron 
moves downward, becomes oxidized, and accumulates in the B hori
zon i and a large proportion of the colloids, both organic and inor
garuc, become precipitated in this horizon. 

Several factors may be involved in this accumulation in the B 
horizon. Frequently the parent material contains sufficient bases, 
especially calcium carbonate, to cause flocculation in the lower part 
of the solum. In many places the moistening of the soil is extended 
downward only a short distance, and subse<J,Uently any materials 
which might have been in suspension are deposited. Occasionally, in 
certain parent materials, the lower strata, at a depth ranging from 
about 2 to 5 feet beneath the surface, are coarser in texture than the 
material above. In such a case the capillary tubes are broken above 
the coarse-textured stratum, and the downward-moving water accu
mulates in the bottom of the fine capillaries. During subsequent dry 
periods this water moves upward, leaving the finer material. As the ma
terials pass from the surface downward the unstable organic anions 
produced by the fungi, and partly responsible for the reducing condi
tions,are themselves oxidized and their reducing influence is removed. 

Whatever the exact cause or causes in this complex situation the 
fact remains that the surface soil becomes impoverished of fine 
colloids and organic matter and of those elements considered most 
necessary for the nutrition of crop plants, with a concentration of 
colloids and of iron (and frequently of alumina) taking place in 
the B horizon. A soil aeveloped under this process IS acid throughout 
the solum. Such a soil as the Podzol, formed under extreme podzoli
zation, is a soil entity entirely different from the Chernozem (pl. 6). 
Whereas the latter has been develoP.ed under a vegetation similar to 
many crops and is considered a fertile soil for these plants

1 
the Podzol 

is not considered fertile although it is well adapted (and in a sense 
fertile) for the trees under which it has developed. 

South of the group of Podzol soils lie the Gray-Brown Podzolic 
soils on which are located the majority of the centers of Western 
Civilization. These soils have developed under a deciduous forest 
with a moist temperate climate. Although varying in minor details 
these soils Jso are developed under a pOdzolization process sinlllar 
to but not identical with that giving rise to the Podzol. The decidu
ous tr~~ however, return bases to the surface of the ground more 
rapidly tllan do the coniferous trees, although they are not so effec-
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tive in this respect as the grasses. The soils are naturally more 
fertile for crop plants than those of the Podzol group, but less so 
than the Chernozems. Considering their medium fertility, however, 
to~ther with the desirable climate which allows the growth of a. 
wide variety of plants1 these soils are admirably adapted to the devel
opment of stable agncultural communities of the general fanning 
tYJle, such as those on these soils in the United States (J?l. 7). It 
might be' added that, althou~h these soils are only medium m natural 
fertility, they a.re "responsive " and under good farming practices, 
including some fertilization and liming, produce as well or better 
than Chernozem. 
· Farther south and into the Tropics the podzolization processes are 

dominant in the development of the normal soils. In the warmer 
humid countries laterization and podzolization both play an impor
tant part, but the former process, to be discussed in more detail, is, 
perhaps, more directly concerned with weathering, or the accumula
tion of parent material. In many cases of actual soils there a.re 
found Laterite soils where podzolization has been absent or only 
feebly effective. The Red soils of southern United States have formed 
under the influence of both processes, as have their' associates, the 
Yellow soils. In the latter group a. previous condition of imperfect 
drainage may be responsible for a greater hydration of the iron com
pounds with the resultant yellow color rather than the red color. 

At the general boundary region of the Pedocals (soils with a 
layer of accumulated calcium carbonate) with the Pedalfers (soils 
wherein iron and/or alumina accumulate) there is competition be
tween podzolization and calcification as the dominant soil-building 
process, just as there is competition between the grasses and the 
trees for domination. The Prairie soils are developed under grasses, 
but in the more humid part of this boundary region. Although the 
calcification process has been dominant, there is no layer of ac
cumulated carbonate as in the Chernozem; and the soils usually ex
hibit some evidence of podzolization especially in the B horizon. 
There is some reason to believe that these soils are slowly becoming 
acid and more podzolized. As the upland normal Prairie soils 
under observation in the United States are essentially all cultivated 
now, any natural changes in vegetation are obscured. Of course1 any management of these soils which returns less organic matter anc.t 
bases to the surface than the native plants hastens their degradation. 
There are a great many evidences gained from a study _of the mor
phology of the Prairie soils and the adjacent Gray-Brown Podzolic 
soils, which point to the probability that if left m a. natural state 
forest vegetation would gradually c:over these soils, thus greatly 
stimulating podzolization and changmg them to Gray-Brown Pod
zolic soils. 

In that part of the general boundary region lying between the 
Chernozem and the Podzol, many examples of transitional soils 
may be found having characteristics of both soil groups. Such 
soils are usually referred to as degraded Chernozem. Their total 
area is small as conditions bringing about an almost equal balance 
between the two soil processes are not easily maintained, and a(l
parently only a comparatively short time in the dominant role IS 
required by either, to obliterate the dominant soil characteristics 
associated with the other. 
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LATERIZATION 

The laterization process is! perhaps, more strictly a geological 
process than one of soil building. The group of Laterite soils 
has not been so extensively studied as the Podzol and Chernozem, 
and their morphology and genesis are less well understood. 

This process is typicall[ operative under the extreme moistening 
and high tem~;>erature o tropical climates. The northern limit 
of the region IS not sharp, and there is a wide transitional area 
between the Laterite of the equatorial regions and the Gray-Brown 
Podzolic soils of temperate regions. These transitional groups 
of soils are represented in plate 10 by the Red (and Terra Rossa) 
soils and the associated Yellow soils. Under the humid tropical 
climate . the weathering process is intense. As hydrolysis of the 
minerals proceeds rapidly, the bases are released to the immediate 
solution around the individual grains very rapidly. A luxuriant 
vegetation grows and decomposes rapidly, thereby bringing bases 
to the surface and releasing them in large amounts. Under these 
conditions the solution around many of the individual particles 
is neutral or alkaline, thus favoring the solution of silica, especially 
that of the alumino-silica complexes, whereas the iron and alumina 
remain largely insoluble. 

Where such conditions obtain the resultant material would consist 
largely of iron oxides and alumina with quartz-silica, manganese, 
and other resistant compounds o.f less importance. As hydrolysis 
nears completion, the supply of bases becomes depleted, the base
exchange capacity is lowered, an acid reaction may develop in the 
soil, and podzolization be¢n. Thus normally a podzolized profile 
developed from the matenal produced through laterization may be 
expected. 

The material produced by later.ization has a relatively hi~fh con
tent of iron and alumina With a corresponding low content or silica. 
Lateritic clays are less sticky and have a lower capacity for the 
adsorption of bases than other clays. As pointed out before there 
is a wide transitional region between the Gray-Brown Podzolic 
soils and the true Laterites. Although there are no true Laterites 
in the United States, the Red and Yellow groups of soils are 
lateritic, and to the extent that this process has influenced them the 
soils exhibit the characteristics of the Laterite (pls. 8 and 9). 

Associated with the normal Laterite are many youthful soils, 
developed from volcanic deposits, alluvial deposits, and similar 
materials in all stages of development. The older soils frequently 
have been defaced, in part, by erosion, coincident with the natural 
development of drainage. lfany times there has been sufficient 
erosion for the removal of the podzolized upper portion of the ,soil 
profile. Although the term Laterite is used and applied to the soils 
of the Tropics probably a somewhat greater degree o.£ nonconformity 
is to be found than within the other zonal groups. Further re
search is needed in order to understand the morphology and genesis 
o~ this .~c;mp of _soils. Al~hough considerable work has been done 
With sous m tropical countnes, not many morphological studies have 
bee!!- made; and the most of the chenucal and morphological data 
available are obtained either from young soils or from those de
veloped from stratified parent rock, thus making it difficult to be 
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certain as to which characteristics are truly pedological and which 
are inherited from the parent rock. 

SALINIZATION. SOLONIZATION. AND SOLODIZATION 

The.se three soil processes can be discussed together most con
veniently, as they operate in the genesis of. the intrazonal .soils asso
ciated, m general, with the zonal soils of the subhumid to arid 
regions wherein bases accumulate in all or part of the soil profile. 
These intrazonal groups include Solonchak, Solonetz, and Soloth, in 
the u:;ual order of their genesis one after the other. In general, 
these .soils are referred to as «'alkali " soils, especially in North 
.America. This is an unfortunate name and its continued use should 
be discouraged. It is altogether too broad and, as generally used 
in the United States, includes soils quite unlike as to their mor
phology, genesis, and ecological relationships. The Solonchak soils 
sometrmes are called more aptly, " salty" or " saline " soils; 
and less accurately, because theY" are not commonlY" highly alkaline, 
they are referred to as " white alkali " .soils. The Solonetz soil.s are 
commonly known as " black alkali " soils. As these soils are usually 
dark in color and highly alkaline such a name is not so undesirable, 
at least ifrom a pract1cal point of view. There has been no common 
name given to the Soloth soils, and they should scarcely be included 
under " alkali " soils, since they are neither salty nor alkaline in 
the solum. 

All these soils are found in places that are receiving, or have re
ceived at some previous time, excess salts. The salts may have been 
present originally in the parent material, as in the case of certain 
marine deposits, and not leached out as would be the case under a 
heavy rainfall. More commonly, however, the conditions necessary 
for their development are found in lowi poorly drained places, or 
seepage areas, where salts may accumu ate on evaporation of the 
water that leached them from adjoining land. These are areas of 
periodic excessive moistening and drying. 

BOLONOHAK 

The Solonchak represents the first stage in the development of 
this group of soils. The process under which they develop is saliniza
tion. In the Solonchak there is an excess of the soluble salts, and 
usually at least some of the salts are monovalent (like sodium), 
although not necessarily so. In case the salts are all divalent (like 
calcium), the properties of the soil in this stage are not greatly 
different, but as drainage develops the soil changes into one belong
ing with the zonal group for the region, sjlch as a. Chernozem or 
Sierozem, rather than into Solonetz, as is usually the case. u 
If sodium is present a.s the chloride or sulphate, some of the base

exchange colloids become saturated with sodium. When in contact 
with water such colloids are highly alkaline and easily go into col
loidal suspension; but while excess sodium salts are present both of 

u It 1s commonly conatdered that magnesium acts slmlJarir to calcium ln the genesle of 
these soils. but recent lnborntory lnveMtlgntlons have shown dUfereneea between the cal· 
clum colloid and the magnesium colloid, which make this assumption questionable. Fur .. 
ther research on the m.&gD.eslum Solonchak and ita derivatives ill needed. 
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these actions are prevented, as the electrolytes prevent deflocculation 
of the colloids and the excess sodium ions in the solution prevent 
hydrolysis of the sodium from the exchange complex. Therefore, 
while in the Solonchak stage of development the soils are not highly 
alkaline." But as solonization, to be discussed subsequently, begins 
the soil may become highly alkaline, even though morphologic8.lly 
such transitional soils are more nearly Solonchak than Solonetz. 

Because of the excess salts the Solonchnk is structureless; the col
loids are highly flocculated. Streaks and spots of·salt are to be seen 
throughout the soil1 but there is no striking profile character as in 
the other groups ot soils. A great many forms, however, may be 
observed, depending on how the salts are accumulated. Two general 
subtypes may be reco~ized on this basis: (1) The less common 
" flooded " type, wherem the salts were introduced by a more or less 
uniform flooding from above, as in an old lake basin, and (2) the 
more common "capillary" type wherein the salts came upward with 
the rise of ca)lillary water from some comparatively shallow ground
water table. This latter tyRe may again be further divided into two 
groups: ( 1) The " exterior or " puff " Solonchak, in which the salts 
have come to the very surface, producing a thin hard crust, usually 
.puffed, and immediately underlain by a soft, mealy layer some few 
mches in thickness; and (2) the "interior" Solonchak, wherein the 
ground water came up only part way by capillary action. In this 
latter case the water moves up the remainder of the way as vapor, 
leaving the salts concentrated in a horizon at some few inches (or 
even feet) beneath the surface. When to these complexities are added 
the great possible range in the total amount of salt and proportionate 
amounts of the various kinds of salt, it is clear that a great many 
varieties of Solonchak are possible. 

Such soils may form directly from almost My nno.onsolidated parent 
material provided the environment is favorable to their formation, 
or they may develop from some normal soil, thereby destroying that 
soil and creating its own morphology. Many failures experienced in 
ill-conceived or ill-managed IrrigatiOn projects testify to the speed 
and effectiveness with which Solonchak soils may develop. 

SOLONETZ 

The Solonetz soils are characterized by a hard prismatic or co
lumnar structure with hard a "'gregates. Frequently they are de
scribed as "pillared alkali." ~pically ~hese s<;~ils have _a relatively 
low content of soluble salts.:. n;;d a relatively high alkalme reaction 
as compared to the typical1:;olonchnk. 

As drainage of the Solonchak improves, the excess soluble salts are 
removed. In most instances the Solonchak contain a considerable 
amount of exchangeable sodium, and when the excess salts are leached 
ou~ the colloids are di~persed and t~e soil becomes ~ighly alkaline, 
owmg to the hydrolysiS of the sodmm to form sodium hydroxide. 
(This, of course, passes to sodium carbonate as the sodium hydroxide 
reacts with carbon dioxide.) In the presence of this highly alkaline 
material the organic matter is highly dispersed and distributed over 

u EJ:cept tn the unusual case ot 8oodlng with sodium carbonate which bas been intro
duced tb~b the leaehlnJt of a Solonetz at a higher level. This cond.ltlon 1s by no me8.DB 
unknown in certain Irrigated lands, 
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the other soil particles, thereby deepeningthe color. Thus Solonetz 
soils are frequently known as "black alkali", although in many 
places the color is brown or dark brown where the vegetation Is 
sparse.· This .process of solonization, by which a Solonetz is produced, 
thus involves desalinization and alkalinization of the Solonchak. 

Although the Solonetz possesses characteristics unfavorable to the 
growth of plants, vegetatiOn is1 in general, more luxurious on these 
soils than on Solonchak. B:r the use of gyl?sum or sulphur and the 
improvement of drainage, the Solonetz soils are frequentl:r made 
productive for crops. The development of these soils can be and 
frequently is induced through irri~ation. The simple drainage and 
irrigation of a Solonchak containmg sodium salts, of course, leads 
directly to the solonization process. 

As soon as Solonetz has formed, the highly dispersed colloids tend 
to move downward, thus producing surface horizons lighter in color 

· and lower in clay content. At first there is a platy, friable, whitish 
A2 horizon developed near the surface and this is underlain abruptly 
by a dark, columnar B horizon with well-rounded caps on the vertical 
prisms. This process of removal by leaching is solodization and re
sembles the podzolization process, except that the original mobility 
of the colloids is due to the presence of exchangeable sodium rather 
than hydrogen. As solodization continues, the surface horizons 
deepen at the expense of the lower horizons and the soil becomes acid. 

As the Solonetz becomes solodized, conditions are improved for 
the growth of those plants native to the adiacent normal soils and 
for crop plants. The completely developed Soloth is rather uncom
mon and would be expected in associatiOn with the Chernozem, in 
the most humid part of its region. As the normal vegetation returns, 
the calcification process becomes active and tends to change the soil 
to that normal for the region. In drier climates than that ·of the 
region of Chernozem, the completely developed Soloth, which is 
aCid ,throughout the solum, is almost unknown. 

TRANSITIONAL STAOl!'B 

Many transitional stages may be found between Solonchak and 
Solonetz, Solonetz and Soloth, and Soloth and the normal soil. 
Nearly every Solonetz shows at least some of the charac_teristics of 
either Solonchak or Soloth. In a great many cases, especiBlly where 
the salts have been introduced into the soil mass through capillary 
movement from .below, these intrazonal soils _occ~r in roughly ellip
tical spots, rangmg from about 10 to 20 feet m diameter. After the 
soil in the spot has developed the profile of the solodized-Solonetz, 
having a friable, loose surface soil underlain by a heavy, columnar 
horizon1 a break in the surface sod may allow erosion by wind and 
water, leaving the hard, dark clay exposed. · Millions of acres of 
land in the western plains of the United States and elsewhere in the 
world are covered oy these shallow, usually barren

1 
basins. These 

are locally known as " scabby spots ", "burn-outs ' "buffalo wal
lows", "slick spots", and siririlar appelatives; and have been most 
aptly called "smallpox on the face of the steppe." Such land is 
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greatly reduced in its usefulness for grazing, as these s.Pots support 
but little grass. When plowed the soil in the spots IS very liard 
when dry and sticky when wet, so as to be unproductive for crops. 
By careful management, however, such conditions can be ameliorated 
and the lands made more productive within a few years through the 
addition of organic matter and careful tillage. 
· Under natural conditions the soil of these bare spots becomes 
slowly covered with grasses, and a new soil profile is formed. In 
time the plants slowly develop a soil intermediate between the Sol
onetz and the normal soil. The general evolution of this group of 
soils is shown in outline form in figure 3. 

Frequently sufficient sodium was contained in the parent material 
or added to it by-seepage water to encourage some solonization and 
solodization in soils, but not enough to produce the complete mor
phology of the Solonetz or Soloth. Many such transitiOnal soils 
having some of the morphological characteristics of the Soloth, es
pecially the concentration of colloids in the B horiZon__, are found 
associated with the normal soils of the Prairie group anct the groups 
of Pedocals. To the extent that sharply defined textural differences 
obtained in soils of these groups, they are intrazonal. It has already 
been pointed out that other processes may also bring about such 
concentrations of clay on fiat relief. 

GLEIUTION 1 

Gleization connotes the general process by which those soils having 
· a glei horizon are formed. This light-colored glei horizon is formed, 
due to lack of oxygen, under conditions of excessive moistenin~ in 
the mineral portion of the soil. The material in the glei horizon 
is ordinarily more or less sticky, com.Pact, and structureless. The re• 
duced or deoxidized compounCls of non impart a grayish or bluish 
c&Bt to the soil. Where the water table fluctuates, giving rise to 
the alternation of oxidizing and reducing conditions, the glei hori
zon :is characterized by mottlings of yellow and rustY brown, es
pecially alon~ structural cracks and root channels. Under poorly 
drained conditions and in the presence of organic matter the solu
bility of iron, manganese1 calcium, and magnesiUm is increased. Be
cause of a lack of leachmg these compounds remain and the silica 
also is not lost. In many places the iron may seep out at some 
exposure, such as a stream bank, and, on contact With the air be 
oxidized and precipitated to form bog: iron. ' 

Under conditions of excessive moistening of the soil in those 
regions having a relatively low evaporation and especially where 
the rainfall is abundant, the organic material accumulated through 
the growth of plants is not com_pletely decomposed to humus as m 
such a soil as the Chemozem. Under such conditions peat is formed 
and Bog soils developed. The pent material may be accumulated 
from the remains of a great variety of plants including swamp 
forests, both conifers and hardwoods, sedges, shrubs, and mosses 

The gro!Jnd wa~r may have ~h~ infiuenc~ of producing crus~ or 
concentratiOns at IJ:s surface w_Ithm t)le soil. For example,· if the 
~u~d water.contams reduced Iron this may be oxidized and depos
Ited_ m the soil n~ar the level ?~ the_ground-water table, producing 
an non crust, as m some lateritic soils, or a marked ortstein, as in 
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the ground-water Podzol, provided there is sufficient oxygen in the 
soil above. 

These elementary processes, the formation of glei, and the forma
tion of peat1 are combined under a wide variety of conditions to 
produce the mtrazonal soils of this group. Closest to the Chernozem 
and Prairie soils is the Wiesenboden (Meadow soil). These soils 
are developed with a ve~tation of grasses or grasslike plants, and 
under poor drainage glei is formed. .Although considerable organic 
matter is accumulated in the surface layersi it is rather well decom
posed and is incorporated with the minera soil rather than resting 
upon the mineral material in the form of a l?eaty layer, as is the case 
wit~ the true B~g ~oils. The Wiese!Jboden IS rarely acid, and wh~re 
dramed by arhliCJal means provides some of the most fertile 
land in the world for crops. It is a not a zonal soil, but is to be 
found in small, naturally poorly drained areas within the other soil 
regions, especially in association with the Prairie and Gray-Brown 
Podzolic soils. The Wiesenboden is not to be confused with the 
Rendzina, although superficially the soils of the two groups may 
resemble one another. 

The Bog soils are those of the "true swamp, where peaty materials 
have accumulated under the influence of excessive moistening. The . 
true parent material for these soils is the organic matter itself, and 
they are frequently termed " organic soils." Owing to difl'etences 
in the character of the original organic matter, in the position and 
stability of the water tables, and in the reaction and content of 
soluble materials in the water, great variations may be expected, 
ranging all the way from tlie raw, coarse, acid soils of the high 
moors to the black friable, alkaline soils of the low moors. The 
former are essentiaily useless for agriculture, but the latter are often 
highly developed and produce large yields of a great variety of 
vegetables and other crops. 

As the Half-Bog soils occupy JlOSitions transitional between the 
Bog soils and the associated uplano soils, they are frequently spoken 
of as " marsh border" soils. Essentially these soils are shallow Bog 
soils. When cultivated the surface organic layers become mixed with 
the mineral matter beneath, and many of them make excellent crop 
land where artificially drained. If the surface layers consist of raw, 
acid organic matter, and especially in places where such organic 
material is underlain by sand, the soils are naturally unproductive 
for crop plants, even when drained. 

The TUndra soils are, in a sense, associated with the Bog soils 
because of their poor drainage caused by the ever-frozen substratum. 
They comprise the zonal group occurring in regions north of the 
Podzol. A glei is developed, and the vegetation of mosses, lichens, 
and shrubs tend to form a peaty surface layer. The severe and 
repeated freezing and thawing o'f these soils brings about a great 
deal of mechanical mixing. As the surface material freezes, pressure 
is exerted on the viscous mass beneath forcing it upward through 
cracks. 

Various types of Alpine Meadow soils may be found in moun
tainous regions above the timber line, bearing resemblance to Tun
dra, to Bog, and to Wiesenboden. 
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OTHER INTRAZONAL SOILS 

Although the main purpose of this discussion concerns the zonal 
and most important intrazonal groups of soils, it must not be over
looked that a 'few soils are found which are not members of any of 
these important morphological groups. Certain soils developed from 
recently deposited stream alluvium ("alluvial soils"), some of which 
are of great apicultural value, may be mentioned. Although such 
soils are of significance in agriculture and are of interest to the 
pedologist, they are immature and only in process of formation, as 
the accumulation of mineral and organic matter from outside sources 
is continually proceeding. .After that process has ceased the normal 
profile develops, but in the meantime the characteristics of these 
soils are the result of local forces rather than broad pedological ones . 

.Another important group might be called, for want of a better 
name, "the sandy soils," In many places such formations as sand 
dunes and sandy outwash deposits furnish a parent material for 
soil consisting almost wholly of quartz. Normal soils cannot develop 
from such parent materialS. The low content of clay and nutrient 
elements and the low water-holding CaJ,lacity of the material inhibit 
the growth of the vegetation charactenstic of the associated normal 
soils. Although from an areal point of view these soils are impor
tant they are not of great importance in crop production except 
locahy where economic and climatic factors are so favorable as to 
justify intensive fertilization. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ZONAL GROUPS OF SOILS 

The previous discussion has dealt almost wholly with the genesis 
of the great groups of soils. It has been emphasized throughout that 
variations of great importance exist within these more general zonal 
and intrazonal groups, owing to the influence of local conditions of 
parent material, relief, and age. The examples o_f .soil profiles sho:wn 
in plate 10 represent, however, the normal conditiOns toward which 
all the soils are progressing. Particularly in a hill-valley region, 
such as many sections of eastern and far-western United States, 
enormous local differences in soils, especially from the point of view 
of their agricultural use, exist. One needs ouly to travel through 
such a State ~ Tennessee or West Virginia to ~bserve the _great 
influence of relief and parent rock on the formatiOn and ultimate 
use of soil. In such areas, differences in native vegetation and climate 
are not great, especially from the point of view of soil formation. 
Even though the general character of the soils and their use is 
determined by these factors, those important differences within the 
group, so apparent to the local observer and so vi~~l to the lo_cal 
resident, are largely brought about by local conditions of rehef, 
parent material, and age. · · 

When, however, the observer broaden;; his _outlook and compares 
the soils of South Dakota or New Mexico With those of Tennessee 
or West Virginia, he realizes at once that those differences in soil 
of first importance are due to characteristics brought about by differ
ences in native vegetation and climate. .Although the glacial till 
coyer!Jig much ~f North Dakota is. not ~atly unlike that of 
Michigan, the soils developed from this matenal m the two regions 
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have .scarcely a characteristic in common, and their uses are as 
widely different. To illustrate in another way: Soils developed 
from granite are different from those deveior.ed from limestone in 
either Tennessee or South Dakota, but the smls developed from the 
one parent material in the two regions have differences of much 
greater significance than those between either pair of soils within 
one region. 

The actual field investigation o.£ soil.s gives detailed data. The 
soils examined exhibit, of course, those characteristics due to local 
factors as well as those due to the more general factors of vegetation 
and climate. In soil classification, as developed in the United States, 
the soil series is the fundamental unit. The series are divided into 
types on the basis of the texture of the surface soil, and these again 
into phases, according to minor variations, such as differences in 
stoniness and relief that are of importance in land use but not ex
pressed by actual soil differences. The grouping of the soil .series 
mto higher categories is accomplished by bringing together those 
having certain fUndamental characteristics in common. Thus, each 
of the zonal and intrazonal groups which have .formed the basis of 
the present discussion include a great many soil series having the 
same general characteristics. 

Although these great groups are not exactly confined to " zones " 
in a strict sense, they are approximately so because the fundamental 
characteristics which differentiate them, one from another, are 
directly or indirectly the result o.£ climate and biological forces. 
The irregular pattern of land masses in respect to the ocean and the 
great variations in altitude introduce irregularities in the position 
of climatic, biological, and soil zones. In Asia, for example, the 
soil zones have a very general east-west trend. This is true also in 
eastern United States, whereas in the western and middle-western 
parts of the country the soil zones run roughly north and south. In 
!igure 4 is shown the general distribution of the zonal groups in the 
United States. In order to bring out the relationships betwee.n 
these zonal groups more clearly an idealized distribution is shown 
in Figure 5. Of course, nowhere in the world will such an ideal 
distr!~ution be found, ~ecause o~ irregularities in rel!ef and climatic 
conditions. In mountamous regiOns the groups of soils have a verti
cal distribution. Mountains rising out of the Desert soil region may 
have Podzol soils near the timber line with several groups represented 
between them and the Desert. The differences between these great 
groups are those brought about largely by variations in climate and 
native vegetation. . · 

In the development of pedology in Russia, scientists were more 
impressed by, and interested in, the distribution and character of 
these great zonal groups; whereas in North America the interest 
has been more especially concerned with the local investigations. 
Each type of study is important, and each yields data of great 
scientific interest nnd practical importance to land use. The more 
general relationships must be known for any comparison of regions 
or for any useful study of regional differences in agriculture and 
rural economy; and the detailed analysis and expression of local 
variations within the region must precede an understanding of dif
ferences among actu11l farms or other units of operation. Although 
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the study of the zonal groups has been undertaken only recently 
in the United States, a considerable advancement has been made 
because of the large amount of the detailed data available, which 

FIGUBPJ 4.-General distribution of the Important zonal groupe of soils in the United Statee. 

only need interpretation and generalization for application to the 
more comprehensive study. · 

In the study of land use, or for its considered adjustment, both 
tjpes of information regarding the soil are of the utmost importance 
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and necessity. In considering the broad aspects of land, the zonal 
groups of soils can be convenienti:r. considered as great " natural 
land types ", each with its own soil, climate, and vegetation, and 
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each having its own biological dynamic. . Man is a part of these 
great landscapes and he is strongly influenced by them in many 
ways. Each group has certain aesthetic influences, reflected, for 
example, in folk songs which resemble more the landscapes from 
whence they originated than the races. Of more importance are 
the vastly different social and economic arrangements which man 
necessarily makes in these different zonal ~oups of soils, in an 
attempt to adiust himself to their potentialities for his use. For 
example, the Gray-Brown Podzolic soils allow the production of 
a wide range of crops1 including the subsistence crops and fruits, and 
many kinds of animals. Although the native forest must be cleared 
away for crops, fuel and water are plentiful. Climatic conditions 
are favorable to crop production and are not so hazardous as in 
many other zones. 

Although these soils have only medium fertility, the favorable 
and dependable climate combine to favor agriculture of the general 
farming type with small units, operated largely by the family and 
with a large percentage of the family living obtained from the farm 
(pl. 7). As the farms are small and close together opportunities for 
social organization are excellent. But because of the great freedom 
of enterprise and many opportunities in such a landscape, the people 
are not so driven to fundamental cooperation as are people in a 
region having limited possibilities. In the Gray-Brown Podzolic 
zone of soils, there are a dozen opportunities for a livelihood where 
the Chernozem or Brown soil zones offer one. 

Turning now to the Chestnut group, one finds a different situation. 
Here the treeless landscape has a fertile soil, but there is little fuel 
and water is frequently scarce. The climate is not favorable to a wide 
range of crops, and 1t is undependable. Drou~hts may come and 
ahnost nothing grow whereas moist periods brmg bountiful crops. 

· Farms are large and extensively used for a few adapted crops, espe
cially the cereals (pl. 4). Although these soils and the Chernozem 
were largely undeveloped agriculturally prior to the Thirty Years' 
War they now produce the bulk of the world's breadstuffs. Neigh
bors are far apart and opportunities for social contacts are less 
favorable than m the region of the Gray-Brown Podzolic forest soils. 
Nevertheless, as people have sharply limited opportunities they are 
impelled toward cooperation for the protection of their economic 
interests. 

Similar relationships between the soils and their use exist within 
the other zonal groups. Each of these great zonal groups of soils is 
most productive for certain plants and animals and is adapted to 
certain types of enterprise. li.f! a re.sult, different arrangements must 
be made on each. These relationships have been summarized briefly 
in tables ~ and 2. Any plans or .studies of agriculture and agricul
tural affairs mu~ ~ke full cogn!zance of these relationships. For 
example, the vahd1ty of. compa~sons of fan~!- income depends, in 
part, on the type of farmmg .possible. A relatively low cash income 
m the Podzol region may be reported from a farm family in better 
circumstances than one reporting a higher cash income from a farm 
in the Brown soil region where only a little of the fanilly living may 
be obtained from the farm. 
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alsteDoo. (~ar~uol dalb'-- abuDdaDtralufall. lOme few par&. evot.ed to forest. 
have deve!o true sol pro- hllh (wbeD 
ftlo.~ dralue<l). 

Boii·Jiell ..... Dark· orb-peeJ:- Swamp f-....... ..... do ............ ._ clnlnace. with ..... do.. ........... Medium. to Uaedln -loo wllb uar-
t.ertal over &ra)'illi nera1 abunclant rainfall. btgb, with mal soils for pasture or for-
aoll. aoae low est (wben undrained) and 

. ~ b tD forero/:i -IY-
WleteDbodoo. Dart-browa or blaet eon arad· a----- Dtd), crops when dralnecu; 

Cool to warm, l'wrdn!Julce. ...... Ololzaltou (with Bfrb to very Uaedln-wl _. 
tq, at a depth= from 1 humid &o IUb-- some calcUic&- htgb (wben elated normal aolls aud 
to 2feet, Jnto era 1011. humid. lion). dnlnecl). -- tOI' special crops. = bodies wblcb are have aaes llmilar 

lo Prairie tolls.) 
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It may be said that in a broad sense the differences between indi
vidual farms or between agricultural communities within one soil 
zone are largely quantitative, whereas the distinctions between those 
in different zones are qualitative. That is, in the Gray-Brown 
Podzolic region one finds good, bad1 and indifferent farms largely of 
the general-farming type; and in the Chestnut soil region there are 
good, bad, and indifferent extensive cereal-grain farms. There exists 
some latitude for qualitative variation, especially in the Gray-Brown 
Podzolic region, and to a considerable extent in the Podzol, Red, 
Yell ow Prairie, and Laterite regions, but even in those areas there 
are deflnite limi~ within which the agricultural enterprise must 
find expression. .ln the areas of Chernozem, Chestnut, and Brown 
soils the limitations are especially strict. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF LOCAL SOIL TYPES 

These zonal groups of soils represent in general the primary agri
cultural regions. In many instances the bOundaries between the soil 
groups are sharp, as between the Podzol and Chernozem; in other 
cases they are less sharp, and there may be a transitional area 
between the groups, as in the case of the Gray-Brown Podzolic and 
the Red soils or the Chestnut and the Brown. . 

Within each of the great zonal groups exist differences in soils 
of immense importance to the general economic unit adapted to the 
region as a whole. As an example, the part of a detailed soil map, 
shown in plate 11, indicates soils within the group, which vary m 
their adaptability to individual kinds of crops adapted to the region 
as a whole. The individual detailed soil-surve7. maps, including usu
ally a county as a unit, are, therefore, primarily concerned with soil 
differences brought about by local variations of age, parent material, 
and relief. In some instances, as in the region of the Cascade or 
Sierra Nevada Mountains, to take an extreme example, great varia
tions in vegetation and climate do obtain within small distances but 
usually a detailed soil map has only one, or at the most two, zonaf soil 
profiles. In the example shown the normal soil, Miami loam, occu
pies the larger portion of the area, while smaller bodies of other 
soils, having imJ;lortant individual characteristics brought about by 
local differences m parent material and relief, are present. 

The normal Gray-Brown Podzolic soil is represented by Miami 
loam having a profile described as follows: 10 

A.. A thin accumulation of litter and forest mold. · 
A,. From 0 to 2 Inches, dark mellow loam, or burnous soli, -containing a high 

percentage of organic matter much decomposed and thoroughly Incorporated In 
the soli. The reaction Is medium acid. • 

A.. From 2 to 8 Inches, light-gray ftoury loose loam with a hl!'h content of 
silt and slight development of a platy or laminated structure. The material 
crumbles easily Into a structureless mass. The reaction Is strongly acid. 

B •. From 8 to 16 Inches, light-yellow or grayish-yellow loose friable loam, 
platy In the upper part, becoming granular below .. Very acid. 

B,. From 16 to 86 Inches, clay loam breaking Into Irregular angular particles 
about one-half Inch In diameter. The color of the structure particles Is brown, 
but when they are crushed it Is yellowish brown. A thin coating of very line 
textured brown materJal on the structure separates accounts for their brown 

11 MOON, 1. W., VUTCH, J. 0., WONSEm, C. H., aod PASCO, R. E. SOI'L SURVEY OJ' IIA.TON 
COOM'l'Y, MICHIGAN. U. S. Bur. Chem. and Solla. ser. 1930. Rept. 10. 46 pp .• 11lua. 1932. 
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color. When wet the material 1s sticky, and when dry lt Is dlmcnlt to crnsh 
between the fingers. The reaction Is acid. 

C. Imperfectly weathered pale grayish·yellow calcareous heavy sandy loam 
or loam till containing a few stones. The material is variable ln color, structure, 
and texture. It Is hard when dry. 

The Miami loam is developed on the well-drained, undulating up
land from glacial till of medium texture, consisting of a mixture of 
minerals, including a medium amount of calcite. Because of pod
zolization this soil is not so high in those elements ordinarily con
sidered necessary for plant life as are its foorly drained associates. 
It is especially productive for the types o trees under which it has 
developed but less fertile for the crop plants. For these plants the 
soil is somewhat too acid, too low in organic matter, and somewhat 
low in plant nutrients, especially nitrogen and phosphorus. These 
deficiencies can be overcome, however, under good farm manage
ment, including the careful planning of rotations with legumes, the 
use of some lime and phosphatic fertilizers, and the conservation of 
crop residues and manure. 

Associated with Miami loam are a great many local soil types 
which differ from the normal, owing to some local condition. "The 
r.rofiles of nine of these which are shown on the samfle soil map are 
Illustrated in figure 6. It will be noted that two o the soil types, 
Brookston clay loam and Gilford loam, belong to the intrazonal 
group of Half-Bog soils and that Rifle peat is a Bog soil. Griffin 
loam is scarcely a soil at all as it consists of fresh stream alluvium, 
constantly being renewed by frequent overflows. Genesee fine sandy 
loam is also developed from stream alluvium, but, as it is older 
than the Griffin soil and is rarely overflowed, a soil profile is begin
ning to form. The other soils have profiles approaching that of the 
Miami and belong with the Gray-Brown Podzolic group of soils, but 
small differences of significance in local agriculture exist. 

As already mentioned, the soils of the Gray-Brown Podzolic group 
support farming of the general type with some local specialization, 
especially on the intrazonal soils where they occur in large bodies, 
such as the Brookston and related Half-Bog soils of the Saginaw 
River Valley, well-known for the :production of sugar beets. Each 
of the local soil types has its individual crop adaptations within the 
general group. In many cases soils are found within the general 
region which are so influenced by local conditions of relief and parent 
material as to be wholly unfit for crops. Soils on steep hillsides, 
having a thin solum and subject to excessive erosion when cultivated, 
very sandy soils, and stony soils are examples of such. 

The soil types shown on the sample soil map and illustrated in 
figure 6 have been rated, comparatively, as to tlieir productivity for 
the principal crops adapted to the reg1on. These ratings are shown 
in table 3. The normal ~oil for the region, Miami loam, has been 
taken as the standard for each crop. Although the Miami is a soil 

· of medium fertility and responsive to good management, its poorly 
drained associates have been less leached, are less acid, contain more 
organic matter, and, when drained, are more productive for eeveral 
crop plants. Because of variations in parent material in native 
vegetation,, and in t~e degree of leaching and other pro~ses atten
dant to soil formation, the soils vary, one from another in their 
content of the several plant nutrients and in their acidity. For 
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.... 
A, 
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c 

fox 
:;andy loam 

Conover 
loam 

Gene~ee 
frne sandy loam 

Brookston 
cl&y loam 

Griffin 
loam 

Bellefontaine 
sandy loam 

Gilford 
lo&m 

c 

Hrllsdale 
sandy loam 

FJOt'RE G.-Protll~~ of ~<'l'f'rnl soils fnuJul In '1 smull or<.'n within the re)::lon of Grny-Brown 
Po,lz<>lk ~oti s. ~tlnml lnnm. <l•'n•lopo•ol on thP wo·ll -d rahlf•d. unduiutlng uplnnd from 
~lndnl till <>f nw•llum l<':tlur" nud o·on>IH iuc .,f 11 mixt uN' of winE>rnls. t<'PrE>sE>nts the 
normull\' <lel"<.'lnpo•<l soil. ThE> nth"r soils hill'<' •llf'l'er<'nt protll<'s becuuse of dUrer!'ncea 
In l'l'lll'f, Ill;<'. 111111 pntl'nt runto•rlnl. \'(•ry brit•tl,l" thl• hBJ)Orlnnt dllfero.'Dct·s mny be sum
mnrlzl'<l ns follow~: Conon•r l"lllll, lmp..rfect <lrnlnllgo>; Brookston day loam. poor 
tlrnlnngl', hCili'Y part•nl mntt•rlul; Hilll• P<'lll, \"o.'ry poor drnhlll!:<.'; (;j Jfnrd lonw. poor 
drnlunl!l'. ron r se purt•ut mnt<'rinl: Fo:.: ~nn<l~- l<>nm. tmrl•ll t mlllt•rlnl of ~:lndn l outwn"h: 
Genl'see line snndy loam, young ~oil den•lo\>•~1 f•-orn ~tr••om oiJu,-lum ; Grlmn lonm. ~(lry 
youn,:: ~ull (rom poor!~- llrall,..cl >'! tt•11m al 111'111111 ; llc>Jii•footul no• ~n ndy loam, dl•\'l'lop~ol 
from rnlllog. lt~bt-tt•:tlun·ol J,:lncln! drift ; IIJlls<lnle snudy loam, low content nt basic 
minerals In tbt' par(lnt moh-riul. 
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REPRINT O F A SMALL SECTI O N O F A TYPIC AL DETAILE D SOIL M AP ! EATO N 
COUN TY. MIC H ) 

:\1 iaml loam 1.~ a t ypical G ray- Brow n Pvdwllc soo t normal ror a lar~e r!'J(oon . l nter:opersed wllh the 
nonnnl soil are areas or o ther ><>o l t ype:s having iml)f>rlant chara~teruto~ ~fl<\r&llog them rrrm1 the 
nor mBI, such ll.5 Cononr loam onnu~nced by poor drnonage, H oll5<1aiP nlly loam Influen ce<! lJy a hl~th 
content o r slloceow rocks in the porent glacoal t ill. and G r illln I<A&m de,·eloped rrom recent s tream 
allu \'lum. The a rea, a_, ll whole, toes "'elf \Oollhon the Gray·Bro 'An l'odwhc regooo and os adapted t•• 
the geoeml t)·~ or land use chal'llcten~llc or tlm t rl'l(lon . Each or the VJil unots wit hin the area ~ 
<1etinllc carabolltles ror use "' i l hill th u geneml t> pe or u'<' 
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example, the Hillsdale soil needs more lime than the Miami, whereas 
the Bellefontaine usually needs somewhat less, and Brookston none. 
The Fox is more likely to need some potash in the fertilizer mixture 
than Miami and several of the others. 

TABLE 3.-Approarlmate relative producllvitv of the important local •oil tvve• 
in sample area tor the adapted orop8 ' 

I 
!l !l .. 
~ ! .:1 ! ~ I Romarb Soil type. i .. Q s 
~ ~ ~ ... !l ~ Q 

~ ~ t s 
~ 

'a 
~ • .. 0: .. 

0 0 .. 0: .. .. < 
- - - - - - - - - - -

Miami loam _______ 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Conover loam ...... 12 9 12 11 10 12 10 11 8 9 15 ,. 7 Drainage where needed. 
Brookston clay ,. 9 12 11 9 14 8 10 3 7 18 16 2 Drained. 

loam. 
RID~ peat.. _________ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 3 ---- Underdralned (could 

be lmr.'ved by 
drainage. 

Outord loam ........ 12 9 12 11 10 12 10 11 • 9 15 ,. 2 Drained. 
Fox sandlnlbam .... 8 9 8 8 9 8 8 9 10 10 3 • 8 
Genesee e sandy 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 9 • 7 7 

loam. 
GrUHn loam ........ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 3 ---- ---- ---- ·--- ---- 8 ---- Could be improved by 

drainage and protoo-
tlon from overflows. 

Bellefontaine sandy 7 8 8 8 9 8 8 8 10 • 3 5 8 
loam. 

Hillsdale 
loam. 

sandy 8 9 8 8 9 8 8 8 10 10 5 5 10 

• The productivity of the normal soil for the Gray-Brown PodzoUo regloD, Miami loam, under accepted 
good management, is taken 8:' the standard. 

Similar examples of the relationships of the local soil types to the 
normal soil for the group might be cited in any one of the great soil 
groups in the United States. In many instances land forms unfa
vorable for the development of a normal soil, such as rugged moun
tains, wide sandy plains, or large swampy basins, may cover rather 1 
large areas. The Important soil, areally, in these cases will be one 
dominated in its genesis by the local factor of relief or parent ma
terial; and the normal soil will be found less frequently, if at all. 
But even in these extreme cases some conception of the normal soil 
~ust form the basis for an understanding of the_ others. 
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OUTLINE SHOWING THE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE IMPORTANT GROUPS OF SOILS 

PEDOCALS 
I 

ACCUMULATE IN ALL 
AND ARID REGIONS; 

BASES 
(SEMIARID 

OR 
GRASS 

PART OF THE SOIL PROFILE 
VEGETATION ) OR DESERT 

,, \ - )i' 
{ 

INTRAZONAL GROUPS ZONAL GROUPS 
DRAINAGE GOOD DRAINAGE POOR, AT LEAST A PART OF 

THE TIME OR AT SOME EARLY PERIOD BASE EXCHANGE LARGELY SATURATED WITH Ca AND Mg 

HORIZONS OF ACCUMULATION OF Ca C03 AND Ca SO. 

SOLONCHAK ( SALINE SOIL) 
HIGH CONTENT OF SOLUBLE SALTS. S TRUCTURELESS . 
MILDLY ALKALINE. COLLOIDS FLOCCULATED. 

\ 
DECREASING 

ORGANI C MATTER 

ALKALI SOLONCHAKS. 
BASE EXCHANGE HAS 

MONOVALENT CATIONS, 
ESPECIALLY Na. 

IMPR OVED 
DRAINAGE 

SOLONETZ ( BLACK 
PILLARED ALKALI SOIL ) 
HIGHLY ALKALINE . CON
TAINS Na2 CO, . HARD, 
PRISMATIC STRUCTURE. 
COLLOIDS DISPE RSED. 

LEACHING 

SOLOTH LEA CHED, 

WHITISH, PLATY, A 2 

HORIZON OVER A DARKER 
B HORIZON . ACID. 

ALKALINE EARTH SOL
ONCHAKS. BASE EX
CHANGE HAS DIVALENT 
CATIONS, ESPECIALLY Ca. 

IMPROVED 
DRAINAGE 

LEADS T O THE 

FORMATI ON OF THE 

ZONAL GROUPS FOR 

THE AREA. 

• 

I J- ~ ·rr' . ., ' \ . 

lf,rL ,It 

I 

CHERNOZEM 
BLACK, HIGH IN ORGANIC 
MATTER. NUT STRUCTURE. 

CHESTNUT SOIL 
DARK BROWN. LESS ORGANIC 
MATTER THAN IN CHERNOZEM, 
PRISMATIC STRUCTURE . 

BROWN SOIL 
BROWN. LESS ORGANIC 
MATTER THAN IN CHERNOZEM. 
PRISMATIC STRUCTURE. 

SIEROZEM (GRAY 
SOIL) 
LOW IN ORGANIC MATTER. 

DESERT SOILS 

AND 

RED SOILS OF TROPICAL 
DESERTS 

INTERMEDIATE 

DEGRADED 
CHERNOZEM 

PRAIRIE SOILS 
GRASS VEGETATION . VERY 
DARK BROWN. MILDLY ACID. 
VERY WEAKLY PODZOLIZED. 

PEDALFERS 
I 

BASES DO NOT ACCUMULATE 
(HUMID REGIONS) 

ZONAL GROUPS 
DRAINAGE GOOD 

TUNDRA 
COLD ZONE. 

PODZOL 
COOL, MOIST CLIMATE . 
CONIFEROUS FOREST, LARGELY. 
WHITE, PLATY, A 2 HORIZON . 
BROWN B HORIZON, OFTEN 
CEMENTED TO ORTSTEIN. ACID. 
STRONGLY PODZOLIZED. 

GRAY- BROWN PODZOLIC 
(FOREST) MODERATELY COOL 
CLIMATE. DECIDUOUS FOREST. 
GRAYISH-BROWN A2 HORIZON . 
BROWN B HORIZON . ACID. 
STRONGLY PODZOLIZED. 

RED SOILS (AND TERRA 
ROSSA) MODERATELY WARM 
CLIMATE. DECIDUOUS FOREST , 
LARGELY . SOME LATERIZATION 
AND PODZOLIZATION. 

AND 

YELLOW SOILS 
MODERATELY WARM CLIMATE. 
CONIFEROUS FOREST , LAR GELY. 
SOME LATERIZATION AND RATHER 
STRONG PODZOLIZATION. 

LATERITE 
HOT TROPICAL CLIMATE. 
TROPICAL RAIN FOREST 
LARGELY. HIGH CONTENT 
OF Al2 O, AND Fe2 O, . 
STRONG LATERIZATION 
FOLLOWED BY PODZOLIZA
TI ON. 

INTERMEDIATE 

· r 1 

GROUND 
WATER 
PODZOL 

INTRAZONAL GROUPS 
I. DRAINAGE POOR 

(WI T H GLE I FOR MATION) 

BOG AND MOOR 

BOG SOILS 
(FOR ST V GETATIONI 

HALF - BOG SOILS 
(FOREST VEGETATION) 

WIESENBODEN 
(MEADOW SOILS) (GRA SS 
VEGETATION) 

II . EX CESS Ca CO a 

RENDZINA 
BLACK SOILS. GRASS 
VEGETATION, LARGELY. 
(ALSO SOMETIMES FOUND 
IN ASSOCIATION WITH 
THE PEDOCALS .) 

N L SoiLS OF THE GROUPS TO THE DEPTH OF ABOUT 5 FEET . 
THE COLORED SECTIONS SHOW THE APPROXIMATE A V ERAGE PROFILES FOR THE ORMA 

· · · 1 u wiU vary somewhat from t.hese a \·ernges. 
The det ai ls of the profi les of specific soils w1th tn eac 1 gro P 
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